The Ultimate Guide For First-Time
Homebuyers
A summary of everything you need to know to make
that big purchase easier

By Heather Farquhar
Your Local Real Estate Expert
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1. Preface

Whether you’re eager and excited or nervous and not entirely convinced that buying a
home is the right move for you, this booklet will help you figure it out.
Buying a home can be exciting, scary, and stressful for anyone but especially if you’re
going from renting (or living with family) to buying a home. I’d rather it be more
exciting than scary or stressful for you. It really doesn’t have to be scary or stressful, but
it is for people who don’t know what to expect.
No, it’s not as easy as some people think, but it’s not hard either...as long as you go
about it knowledgeably.
Nowadays, there’s lots of information easily available out there. However, the
information can be either too basic (like an infographic) or overly complex (with too
much industry jargon). In addition, much of what’s out there lacks some of the finer
details that I think buyers should know but isn’t often spoken or written about — and
even many agents overlook it or don’t discuss it with their clients.
Even when an agent does think to bring up some of what we’ll get into in this booklet, it
can be taken the wrong way by a client in the moment. It sometimes comes across as
the agent trying to convince them to do something or not do something for their own
personal gain. This can lead a homebuyer to ignore even the best information and
insight they could hope for.
Which is why I created this booklet…
...to give you the insight in an objective way, so you:
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Can think through important things ahead of time.
Know the things you should do, and do them at the right times, before and during
the process of buying a home to make it as smooth, successful, and enjoyable a
process as possible.
Will expect some issues and feelings that may occur during the process so you’ll be
okay if they occur and know what to do when they come up.
Ask further questions that come up while you read this booklet. (Yes, I’m totally
approachable; I’m not just some famous author! Ha! So give me a call or shoot me
an email, and I’ll be glad to answer any questions or concerns you might have.)
So, without further ado, let’s get you moving from being a renter to a homeowner!
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2. Where’s Your Horse?

This has nothing to do with buying a property that’ll allow you to own horses. It’s more
along the lines of “hold your horses” and “putting the cart before the horse.”
Many buyers (even ones who’ve bought houses before) start looking for a house
online, going to open houses, calling agents when they see “for sale” signs on the lawn,
and even scouring newspapers. (Yes, some people still look in those to find houses.)
However, it’s not the best thing to do. It’s like putting the cart before the horse.
What they should do is hold their horses and get pre-approved for a mortgage
before even starting to look for a house at all.
Whether it’s your first house or your twenty-first house, the first thing you should do is
get pre-approved for a mortgage. (Unless of course you have cash, and if that’s the
case then you know exactly how much you can spend and can give yourself the
permission to spend it.)
Looking at houses without knowing that you qualify for a mortgage, and for how much,
can be a waste of time as well as a total letdown in the end. So, get pre-approved so
you know what you can look for, and then go find the best house you can within your
budget.
Besides, when you do find a house you’d like to make an offer on, the listing agent and
owner will want to see that you are pre-approved for as much as you are offering. Not
having one to present to the seller wastes valuable time in a competitive market. It can
also make you look unprepared, which can affect whether they feel comfortable
accepting your offer.
Getting “pre-approved” doesn’t take much time. You can do it online, but it’s better if
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you actually speak to a mortgage professional either on the phone or face to face.
You’ll need to provide them with information about your employment, assets, and
debts, so before you contact one, make sure you have a decent grasp on those things.
They’ll also run a credit check, so you’ll need to give them some personal information
and allow them to do it.
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3. Don’t Sweat The Small _________

One of the biggest concerns and hurdles many renters have about becoming
homeowners is the need for a downpayment. Many feel like they have too small of a
down payment and couldn’t be approved for a mortgage because of that.
Don’t sweat it if you only have a small down payment...
True enough, for the most part you need to have some money saved to use as a
downpayment and for “closing costs.” But it doesn’t usually have to be 20% of the
purchase price like it once was. That kind of down payment can be required for some
buyers, depending upon their situation, but many buyers — even ones who are not
buying their first house — put less money down.
Sure, the more you put down, the lower your monthly payment will be. But waiting to
buy until you save up more money can actually cause more harm than good. It can be
tough saving up enough money to make much of a dent in the monthly payments,
especially when mortgage interest rates are low. And if house prices are going up, you
could literally lose money by waiting and saving money.
How much money you have on hand will affect how much you are approved for and
what kind of loan makes the most sense for you, but there are plenty of options out
there.
Make sure to ask your prospective lender to recommend the best loan for you and
your situation. They should be willing, able, and glad to explain the different options to
you, but sometimes they don’t think to give you all of the options when you call for a
pre-approval. They just crunch the numbers and give you a basic pre-approval. So,
make sure to ask during that phase of the process. The earlier you know all of your
mortgage options, the better decision you will be able to make.
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4. You Deserve Some Credit, If…

If you already know that you should make sure that your credit score is in good shape,
you deserve some credit just for knowing that. But if you want to truly deserve (and
get) some credit, you should make sure that your credit is in good shape before buying
a house.
It doesn’t need to be perfect. But the better it is, the better your mortgage interest rate
will be and the more mortgage products you’ll be able to choose from.
But here’s where you get bonus points… and this is something you truly deserve credit
for if you know this...
From the minute you start looking to buy a house all the way to the day you close on
your dream home, you should not make any large purchases or take on any new
credit.
Too many would-be homeowners go out and buy or lease a new car, open up (and use)
new credit cards, or make other large purchases before they close on a house, and
they end up having their mortgage denied (or the approval amount lowered).
Knowing this separates the savvy homebuyer from the novice. So, if you already knew
this, I’m impressed. If you didn’t, now you know, and you can go out there and impress
the heck out of any bank or mortgage representative you speak with.
This is something that every mortgage advisor should be bringing up with a potential
home buyer and every agent should be reminding buyers about. However, many forget
to bring it up; they figure someone must have told them not to do this at some point.
So it gets lost in the shuffle.
Even when a buyer is told, they often forget or ignore it. But you won’t. You know it.
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You won’t forget. You’re savvy…
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5. Are You Gifted?

Gifts are great to get on your birthday or the holidays, but they’re even better when
you get them to buy a house!
It’s pretty common for people to get some money “gifted” to them by mom, dad,
grandma, grandpa, or even loaded Uncle Lou. (He just goes by Loaded Lou to his
buddies, but that’s Uncle to you, especially if he’s giving you some money.)
Anyhow, that’s awesome if you get money from family, or even friends, to help you buy
a house! However, you need to make sure you bring that up with your mortgage
advisor up front. Just because you were either promised the money or were already
given it and it’s sitting in your bank account doesn’t mean the lender will be okay with
it.
They’ll probably be fine with it. Like I said, it’s common, but you need to let them know
ahead of time. You’ll also need to document where the money came from. A lot of
times they want the money to be “seasoned,” which basically boils down to being in
your possession for a certain period of time. They’ll also want something in writing
from whomever gave you the money stating it’s a gift, not a loan.
It might be a little awkward pushing your family or friend to give you the money ahead
of time and to sign something saying it’s a gift, but it’s just how it works. So, if you
anticipate having trouble getting the person lending you money to give it to you ahead
of time or to put something in writing, it’s best to work on that as soon as possible.
Also, there’s a difference between being promised money to help you buy a house and
actually receiving it. There have certainly been some upset buyers who were promised
money, and it never panned out. So, it’s better to make sure you have any gifted
money all tied up with a pretty bow in your bank account before you truly start banking
on it.
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6. Speaking Of Parents…

It’s awesome to have parents who want to look out for you in life. If you have parents
who are like that, then they’ll probably want to look out for you when you’re buying a
house — beyond just giving you money toward the purchase.
This applies to anyone, really, not just a parent. Maybe it’s a friend you turn to for
advice, or who offers you support and advice, whether you want it or not.
One of the biggest problems buyers have — especially first-time and younger buyers —
is having a loved one swoop in and squash their dream home. This isn’t normally done
intentionally, obviously.
Let’s say a buyer looks and looks and sees tons of houses they don’t like. Or maybe
they lose out on houses they love because other buyers act more swiftly. Then, they
find one they love, and they’re ready to make an offer… but first: “I need to have my
parents come take a look before I make an offer.”
In that moment, every real estate agent cringes and screams just a little bit inside.
However, they’ll usually just smile and hold it all inside as they say, “Of course! No
problem!”
This is because they know deep down inside that there’s gonna be a problem —
probably more like a hundred problems. The parents will find and create every single
one of them, and they’ll tell their loved one they should keep looking.
“Absolutely don’t buy this house! You can do better than this. Can you believe how
much they’re asking!? They’d be lucky to get half that. The place is a total tear-down!
This agent of yours showed you this piece of…”
SORRY! Got carried away. I was having a flashback.
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Anyhow, it’s totally fine for parents — or anyone else — to chime in on your purchase.
However, they should be involved from day one... and throughout the process… not
just swoop in at the last minute and add their two cents without having seen
everything you’ve seen and knowing what you (and your agent) know about the market
at that point.
You’ll know what you want when you see it and that it’s a good buy. They need to as
well… by being with you throughout the process. Otherwise, they’ll just end up causing
you to lose out on great houses until they eventually see the light — or until you get so
frustrated by them that you don’t invite them to see the house until you’ve closed on it
and are hosting Thanksgiving. (If they’re still invited. Ha!)
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7. As Seen On TV

You know what’d be an awesome real estate reality show? One that shows the buyers’
parents swooping in at the last minute and convincing them not to buy their dream
home! Not sure if I’d watch it, though, because watching any real estate reality show as
an agent can be pretty aggravating…
Virtually every real estate show you see on TV paints a pretty picture — a pretty
inaccurate one!
Real estate agents know this because they live and breathe this business day in and
day out. But, for many buyers, it’s like learning that professional wrestling isn’t “real”
and that the wrestlers on TV are faking it. Although buyers kind of know that it can’t be
as simple as they see on TV, they’re often still surprised at how different it is to actually
look for, and buy, a home vs. what is depicted on TV.
Not that there’s anything wrong with watching and enjoying those shows. They can be
fun to watch. Just don’t take any of it as a “how-to” because they’re probably more of a
how-not-to at times. The home-buying process, as well as the housing market itself,
vary greatly from one area of the country to another and even on a regional level.
That said, there’s one thing that’s pretty universal: No buyer ever went out and saw
three houses, then went and had a drink and some appetizers because they had a “lot
to think about and talk over,” and then came to a decision on which of the three
houses was right for them. Oh, and then made an offer, got it accepted, closed and
moved in — all without a hitch.
That’s not how it works. That’s not how any of this works...
So feel free to binge watch away, but always remember that what happens on TV...
stays on TV.
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8. Avoid These Things

Going to open houses seems like an obvious and good way to start looking for a house
to most people.
I know, I know. You’re probably thinking, “What’s wrong with going to open houses!?”
The answer is more than I’ll get into in this section of this booklet. Lots more. So much
more that I wrote an entire booklet about why you shouldn’t go to open houses. It’s
called: “Beware The Pitfalls Of Attending Open Houses.” If you want a copy of that booklet,
just reach out and I’ll be happy to give you a copy.
But to nutshell it, going to open houses causes many buyers to make poor decisions,
rash decisions, and costly mistakes that most buyers don’t even realize were caused by
going to open houses.
You’re probably wondering, “So, if they’re that bad, why do agents even hold them?”
There are a handful of reasons:
Most agents don’t even realize the issues they cause.
Many homeowners expect and demand that their agent hold them (even though they
rarely result in the sale of the home).
It’s a good way for agents to meet potential buyer clients.
Plenty of homebuyers still go to them since they don’t know any better...so why stop
doing something that allows you to meet potential new clients?
You’re better off not going to them. But, if you do, be prepared for agents to try and get
you to buy the house or at least work with them to find another house. It’s what they’re
there to do. But keep your wits about you, and don’t make any rash decisions.
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Pro tip: If an agent is being pushy and you want to get him or her off your back,
just tell them you’re already working with a world-famous real estate author. (OK,
fine. Maybe not world-famous. But at least local-famous. Ha!) Feel free to relay
that even if we’re not working together yet.

Bottom line: Buyers who are on top of their game don’t go to open houses. They view
homes privately without the commotion of an open house — and they're able to take
their time looking around and talking about the house with their agent. Also, they’re
usually going to see a house as soon as it hits the market, even in the middle of the
week.
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9. Find This First

Many buyers are more concerned about finding the perfect house than finding the
best real estate agent to work with.
They figure they know what they’re looking for and that they’ll know it when they find
it. (Especially nowadays since it’s so easy to search for houses online.) And once they
find the perfect house, they’ll make an offer, negotiate back and forth a little bit, and
sign some papers. What does an agent really even do, anyway?
Lots. More. Than. Most. People. Realize.
Coming from a real estate agent, I know that probably sounds pretty self-serving. But
it’s the truth. Also, while every agent does more than most consumers think, not every
agent is the best real estate agent to work with. Some are better than others.
Considering that you don’t have to directly pay whichever agent represents you as a
buyer on the house you buy (since the seller pays the commission), you might as well
choose the best agent someone else’s money can buy!
While finding your dream house may be easier in some ways nowadays, a great agent
can help to make sure you find the best home for your wants and needs... and help you
get it for the best possible price.
So, make sure you find an agent who:
Listens to your wants and needs
Responds readily and doesn’t disappear for days on end
Knows the industry inside and out and isn’t just a tour guide and door opener
Is a strong negotiator
Knows how to analyze and explain the market and house values to you
Can manage other people well (there are a lot of people involved in a purchase,
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and people can fail to do what they’re supposed to)
Helps you avoid issues and problems... but can put out fires when necessary and
not lose their cool
Is focused on your needs more than their commission check
The point is, put as much thought on finding the best agent as you put on the house
you want to buy.
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10. Area, Area, Area

You’ve probably heard the old real estate adage “location, location, location.” If not, it
basically means that the most important factor in the value of real estate is location.
You can have three exactly similar houses, all in entirely different locations, and the
location will be what makes one worth more or less than the others.
So, yeah, location is important, and it’ll affect the value of homes you consider as well
as the future value and appreciation of the property. Definitely keep that in mind. But
for most people, the more important thing to concentrate on is “area, area, area.”
Choosing the best area to live in should be given as much if not more consideration
than the house you buy. You can always upgrade a house more easily than you can
change the area you live in.
What matters to you about an area will vary entirely from what matters to someone
else. There is no right or wrong answer to this. It’s more of a soul-searching kind of
thing. So, what matters to you? Here are a few questions to get you started:
Do you commute? If so, how long are you willing to drive?
Do school rankings and reputations matter to you? Will they in the future?
Do you want to live in an urban area, rural area, or something more in between
those two ends of the spectrum?
Once you have a decent handle on what you want, try to focus on the type of area you
want to live in... more so than the house. It can be more tempting for first-time home
buyers to buy a nicer house in an area they don’t love than to buy a house they don’t
love in an area they’d rather live in. That usually leads to someone being less happy
than they expected.
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11. There’s No Guarantee, But…

A huge concern for any homeowner, not just first-time home buyers, is they’ll buy a
house and something will go wrong with the house after they buy it. You know, like the
roof leaks, the furnace or air conditioning stops running, a pipe bursts, or appliances
break. This can be even more concerning to a first-time buyer since they’ve often tied
up a larger percentage of their savings into the purchase of their house.
It’s a legitimate concern, so you’ll want to hire a home inspector to do a thorough home
inspection. He or she should catch anything that’s an obvious problem or one that will
likely occur in the near future. However, an inspector can miss things. Things happen
to houses even when someone has been super careful about looking for potential
issues. There’s no guarantee that something can’t or won’t happen to your home once
you own it.
However, there can be a warranty!
Unexpected home repairs can be costly, putting someone in a tough spot. It’s great if
you’re handy and can do things around the house, but some things require
specialization and can still be costly in terms of materials and equipment, no matter
who’s doing the work.
So, it can be a smart move to buy a home warranty. A home warranty will cover things
that go wrong with your house. You’ll have to pay a small fee (which varies from
company to company and plan to plan, but let’s call it $100 for our purposes here) to
have someone come out and check on the problem. But that’s it. If they can fix it, great!
If not, they will replace it.
You need to make sure you read through what the warranty covers when you’re
choosing one. Also, make sure to read reviews on the companies you are considering
as well. They can all be a pain in the neck at times, so don’t be surprised if you see
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some negative reviews. But if you have a legitimate claim and stick to your guns, you’ll
most likely get what you need fixed or replaced. Even if it’s a bit of a struggle with the
company, it’s still better than if something huge breaks and you don’t have the money
to pay for it or would have to part with money you didn’t want to spend.
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12. This Isn’t Yoga

There’s nothing better than a good stretch after sitting for a few hours straight, right?
Or after you’ve woken up for a nice sleep… Or had an amazing yoga session…
Stretching your body can feel great and be great for you. But stretching your budget
when buying a house? Not so much. Stretching how much you spend on a house will
neither feel great or be great for you in the long run. (Probably not even in the short
run.)
But it’s tempting for many buyers to do. It’s too easy to just look at houses a little bit
higher in price instead of choosing the best one you can in your price range.
This is something that happens in every price range. A $1,500,000 buyer will be equally
as tempted to stretch to $1,750,000, as a $150,000 buyer is to stretch to $175,000. It’s
all relative, but everyone tends to want a little more than they can afford.
It doesn’t help that mortgage approvals are often for more than someone should
probably spend. So pay close attention to not only how much you’re approved to
spend, but also how much it will cost you per month! That’s probably the more
important number to be concerned with because the price of a house is only part of
the equation. Taxes vary from one house to another; two houses with equal prices may
cost you entirely different amounts per month.
Very few people ever regret spending less than they could have, but almost everyone
who spends more than they should have will end up regretting it. And it can be more
than regret; it can lead to financial stresses that cause lots of problems. So, set a cap
on how much you can and will spend per month, and stick to that amount or lower,
and you’ll be fine.
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13. Don’t Fear Commitment

One of the most common hang-ups first-time buyers deal with is fear of commitment.
Buying a home is a commitment, no doubt, and it’s a serious commitment that you
need to be ready and prepared for.
But everyone’s gotta live somewhere, and unless you’re living for free in your parents’
or a friend’s house, you’ve gotta pay to live somewhere. And if you’re paying, you’re
probably also committing in the form of a lease.
In some ways, a lease can be harder to get out of than having a house and mortgage of
your own. Unless the landlord allows you to break the lease, or there are provisions
that allow you to leave whenever you want and forego the remaining rent, you’re likely
committing to pay someone for a year at a time. With a house, if you decide you want
to move on, you can decide to sell at any time.
Granted, selling a house isn’t always something you can do in a week or two; it can take
a little time. You’ll want to consider how the market is and whether your anticipated
profit justifies the move at any given time. But even if it doesn’t, you can always decide
to rent it out and move.
With all that said, buying a home isn’t for everyone. If someone doesn’t feel responsible
enough and prepared for it, then they should probably just rent or live at home with
family until they’re ready, if that’s an option.
But for many people, the fear of commitment they feel is just that… a feeling. And it’s a
healthy feeling to have because it’s probably a good sign that you’re conscientious,
thoughtful, and responsible enough to own a home of your own.
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14. No Better Time Than Now

A pretty common question people have is whether it’s a good time to buy a house.
When this happens, there are plenty of agents who will always say, “Now’s a great time
to buy a house!” If you’re around enough of these conversations, it can sound like it’s
always the perfect time to buy a house!
The truth is, there’s never a perfect or great time for everyone to buy a house. There are
too many factors to consider for there to be a universal answer. It depends upon the
price range the person will be buying in, the area(s) they’re considering, and, most
importantly, their personal situation.
That said, in many ways it doesn’t get any easier to buy a house than your first one.
That’s not to say that it’s always easy and there won’t be some hiccups or hurdles, but,
compared to someone who already owns a house, buying one when you don’t own
one is much easier.
You have more flexibility than someone who owns a house because they most likely
have to sell the one they already own before buying another one. They have to worry
about the timing of the closing on the house they’re selling and the one they’re buying.
This limits their choices and their ability to be patient.
Enjoy and capitalize on this as much as you can!
(By the way, the word around the watercooler at the office is that now is actually a
great time to buy a house, so let’s get this show on the road, shall we? Ha!)
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Pro tip: Truly figuring out when the best time to buy is a matter of some analysis.
It takes looking at the current market and looking back at past trends in the area.
With a careful look and a trained eye, sometimes you can find that there are
better times of year in an area to buy a house. But the reality is, there are always
good homes to buy throughout the year. There just tends to be busier times of
the year when there’s more listing and buying activity. But sometimes you can
actually find a better house, and get it for a better deal, in times of the year other
people aren’t focused on looking. So, to me, it’s better to look for and buy a home
when you’re ready, not when the market is hot or not.
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15. This Might Also Be Useful

I truly hope you’ve not only gotten a lot out of reading this booklet but that it was also
an enjoyable read! As I mentioned in the beginning, don’t hesitate to give me a call or
send me an email with any questions you might have about anything in this booklet —
or even things I didn’t discuss. (Well, real estate related at least. I can’t promise I’m
expert enough at anything else you might ask me about, except for maybe The Beatles
Anyhow, this booklet focuses specifically on things that you should know and think
about as a first-time buyer. But there’s certainly more to finding the best home for your
wants and needs and getting it at the best possible price. That’s why I created another
booklet called “The Ultimate Buyer’s Guide”. (Yes...another. I’ve got them coming out of
my ears.)
So, if you thought this booklet was helpful, you should definitely give that one a read as
well. Just reach out and I’ll get a copy right to you. And while you’re at it, you might as
well ask me for a copy of “Beware The Pitfalls Of Attending Open Houses,” if you haven’t
already.
I look forward to hearing from you soon!
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Compliments of:

Heather Farquhar
Equity Union Real Estate
Realtor®
818-388-2743
Heather@HeatherHouseHunter.com
Recognized, Respected, Referred
Heather Farquhar's clients describe her as tenacious, honest, and consistent. Moreover,
she takes great pride in these attributes. A licensed Realtor since 1988, Heather is a
multi-million dollar producer and is e-PRO certified. She understands there is more to
real estate than showing houses.
"Buying a home is probably the largest investment most people will ever make, I take
my responsibility in helping them make that purchase very seriously. My clients must
always feel that they can depend on me to take care of their best interests or I am not
doing my job."
Heather has it right: repeat business and referrals account for more than 85% of her
annual sales volume. She has excellent negotiation and problem solving skills, and she
knows how to listen carefully to her clients and get the job done right. Heather
Farquhar takes great pride in what she can offer her clients. If you want a Realtor who
values commitment, honesty, knowledge and professionalism, call her today.

